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“Nessuno Escluso was born with
the sole purpose of
supporting the incredible
work that the therapists of
the Minotauro Free Counseling
Practice perform with the
teenagers and families
involved. To continue this
great work the “Consultorio”
which is supported only by
Institutions and private
donors, still needs help.
This is what motivated the
birth of this third edition”

GUSTAVO
PIETROPOLLI
CHARMET
is one of the most influential Italian psychiatrists and psychotherapists.
Professor of Dynamic Psychology at the State University of Milan and the
University of Milan Bicocca, he is the primary lead at several psychiatric
hospitals across the country. In 1985, with the support of Franco Fornari and partners, Charmet founded the Institute of the Minotaur where he was
president until 2011 currently a partner.

The Free Practice incentive spearheaded by Professor Gustavo Pietropolli
Charmet at the Minotauro Institute aims to help 100 families per year affected by mental health issues in teenagers, whose ISEE income is below
20,000 euro. The service supports adolescents suffering with; eating disorders, social isolation, withdrawal and internet addiction, self-harm and
attempted suicide. Via an evaluation process undertaken by a team of leading
psychologists and psychotherapists under the supervision of Prof. Charmet,
patients are provided with a course
of weekly psychotherapy sessions and meetings and fortnightly or monthly
consultations for parents. The service is offered without charge supported
by the donations of charities such as Nessuno Escluso.
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Title : Sedia seconda ( di Mario Botta per Alias)
Year : 1982
Type of printing : Baritate paper with silver salt
Size : 40x50 cm
Signed : Marirosa Toscani Ballo for Aldo Ballo
Estimate : 1000 - 2000 €
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BALLO ALDO
He was born in Sciacca ( Agrigento) in 1928 .
At the age of 12 he left Palermo with his mother after his father’s death
and the earthquake and arrived in Milano.
He’s’ the last of many siblings (25 years difference with his eldest sister).
He met Marirosa Toscani at the Brera Academy in Milano and became partners in life and work. In 1953, the couple began to photograph objects and
furnishings, playing a major role in revolutionizing the communication of
design products through still life. This method of relating stories did not
exist in the 1950s and objects were depicted in settings. The Ballos pursued
a pure type of image ‘in a bubble’, built from the formal and material characteristics of the object. Their work grew apace with the masters of Milanese design, who in those years, were also just beginning to design industrial objects and modern décor that could be mass produced.
As a result, the Ballos means of expression gave us a brand new perspective,
recounting the very history of design. Their approach to using the camera
rivaled today’s digital post- production techniques
The PAC of Milan ran a retrospective dedicated to the couple BALLO+BALLO in
2009. In the installation by Luigi Baroli, the photographs were exhibited in
virtually the original dimensions, set on horizontal displays that recall
the photographers’ method of looking at the images on the studio table.
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Title : Ciotole Preziose
( di Roberto Sambonet per Baccarat)
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Title : Se noi siamo la terra (di Rosanna Bianchi Piccoli)
Year : 2000

Year : 1978
Type of printing : baritated paper with silver salts
Type of printing : baritated paper with silver salts
Size : 40x50 cm
Size : 40x50 cm
Edition : Signed from Marirosa Toscani Ballo
Edition : Signed from Marirosa Toscani Ballo
Estimate : 1000 - 2000 €
Estimate : 1000 - 2000 €

MARIAROSA
BALLO TOSCANI
“As long as I can remember, we talked about photography at home. My father,
Fedele Toscani, was a talented photojournalist for the Corriere della Sera
and my little brother, Oliviero, was also a renowned photographer. I also
began with photojournalism,” relates Marirosa Toscani Ballo. She met Aldo
Ballo at the Brera Academy and became partners in life and work. In 1953,
the couple began to photograph objects and furnishings, playing a major role
in revolutionizing the communication of design products through still life.
This method of relating stories did not exist in the 1950s and objects were
depicted in settings. The Ballos pursued a pure type of image ‘in a bubble’,
built from the formal and material characteristics of the object. Their work
grew apace with the masters of Milanese design, who in those years, were
also just beginning to design industrial objects and modern décor that could
be mass produced.
As a result, the Ballos means of expression gave us a brand new perspective,
recounting the very history of design. Their approach to using the camera
rivaled today’s digital post- production techniques. “We have never looked
at photographs as something to simply hang on a wall, but rather as images
to use” argues Marirosa.

Title : Still Life with Crab
Year : 2014
Type of printing : Printing on paper
Photo Rag BW
Size : 40x28.5 cm
Edition : 2/7
Estimate : 1 000 – 2 000 €
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FRANCESCA MOSCHENI
Photographer, a son, two dogs, an associate with whom she has been sharing
the work on the image since 30 years.
When she is asked why she started, she quotes a great photographer, Eduard
Boubat and says :”for the light”.
But also for the love of the beautiful and for the intimate requirement of
putting things right by straightening lines here and there.
Her production is the fruit of a transverse look between the photographic
genres with a special attention at still-life and at food in which she is
specialized for years.
She made the portrait of several great chief cook, but also styles, objects
and persons.
Photographer forever, she eats and cooks specialities of the world and is in
a good shape.
She lives and works in Milano
Comment by an art critic Roberto Minutti about the work from which is extracted the artwork :
“Rigorous author, able to express herself with high performance in the difficult art of still-life, Francesca Moscheni has recently measured herself
in a new research.
The illustration of the food is her favourite theme : the composition mainly
evokes the control of the lights and the shadows, the one dear to the sixteenth Century painting.
Then she turned towards the standards of a dynamic contemporary esthetic,
intense. “

Title: Picture for Christmas edition of L’R catalogue
(photo taken on the roof of Rinascente)
Year : 1966
Type of printing : Baryta 315 gr. Paper
Size : 30x40 cm
Edition : 1/8 + 2 PDA
Value : 1500 - 2500€

SERGE LIBISZEWSKI
Serge Libiszewski, better known under the name of Sergio Libis, was born in
San Gallo on 3 March 1930. He attended a three year course of photography at
the Kunstgewerbeschule, the arts and crafts school in Zurich. Following the
invitation of Max Huber, Libis moved to Milan in 1956 where he received an
assignment as a photographer in the Rinascente advertising office. In 1961
he opened his professional studio and dedicated himself to still life photography, to fashion and advertising image. Libis Sergio is one of the protagonists of the image innovation movement founded in Milan in the 1960s to
meet the new communication demands in the world of fashion and advertising.
He realises photographic campaigns for the Rinascente, Olivetti, Pirelli,
Alfa Romeo, Giorgio Armani, Prénatal, as well as for the most important fashion magazines.
Exhibitions: “Serge Libis Fotografo a Milano 1956-1995” Max Museum Chiasso,2010; “100 anni la Rinascente Stories of Innovation” Palazzo Reale Milano, 2017; “La Rinascente 100 anni di creatività d’impresa” Max Museo Chiasso, 2017.
His works are displayed at: MOMA, NewYork and ZHDK - Zurich.
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Title : Studio Giorgio Morandi, Bologna
Year : 1989-90 – Modern print 2015
Type of printing : Lambda print of original negative 6x7 cm
Size : 30x40 cm Picture 25x31.6 cm
Edition : Luigi Ghirri dry stamp on the right corner
+ “Archivio Ghirri – Modern Print” with date on back
Estimate : 2 000-3 000 €

LUIGI GHIRRI
Born in Scandiano in 1943, Luigi Ghirri spent his working life in Italy,
where he produced one of the most open and layered bodies of work in the history of photography.
He first started working in the field of conceptual art in 1970, and his
research soon attracted international attention. In 1975 Time-Life included
him in its list of the “Discoveries” of its annual Photography Year publication, and he showed at the Art as Photography-Photography as Art in Kassel.
In 1982 he was presented at the Photokina in Cologne as one of the most significant artists in the history of the 20th-century photography. In 1989 he
made a series shot in the studio of painter Giorgio Morandi. He was published and exhibited extensively both in Italy and internationally and was at
the height of his career at the time of his death in 1992.

Title : Calligrammi, Tronchi1
Year : 2016
Type of printing : Digital print
UV on aluminium
Size : 100x70cm
Edition : 2/5
Estimate : 1350 - 1800€
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PINA INFERRERA
Pina Inferrera’s research is focused on the exploration of her surroundings, from the observation of nature, the environment and man, to analysing objects. She uses photography as a privileged way of viewing reality
objectively, to highlight and pinpoint but not, because of this, renouncing
the poetry of observation.
In parallel she has explored other expressive possibilities such as videos
and installations; using industrial artefacts she has created site-specific
works of imposing dimensions, capable of redefining an entire space.
Her research sets out to share a journey of contemporary man by analysing
and focusing on environmental problems and the existential state of mind,
which can be ascribed to Stimmung as described by Heidegger.
Her interest in nature is simply a vision of man as intrinsic part of nature
itself, a pantheistic view that imagines spirituality as the direct knowledge and experience of the universe; through nature she looks for the human.
Her work has been published in catalogues, art books, magazines...
Inferrera works with several Art galleries; she has tacking part in contemporary art venues such as the Venice Biennale and the Italy-China Biennal of
Contemporary Art and in modern and contemporary art museums both in Italy
and abroad .She has been creative director of the IdeaVita Cultural Association and she is correspondent for the Juliet Art Magazine.
Born in Messina, she lives and works in Mozzo (Bergamo).

Title : Study n. 0
Year : 2011
Type of printing : Gelatin Silver
Size: 24 x 18 cm
Estimate : 500 - 700 €
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PAOLO NOVELLI
Born in 1976, he has been a photographer since 1997, using analog black and
white photography. After a short internship (1999) upon the invitation of
Fabrica (Benetton communication agency) directed by Oliviero Toscani, he
develops a personal research related to the theme of “incommunicability”.
Death, fog, tunnel, doors, windows and people taken from the back, characterise the cycles of images now published in six monographs, supervised among
others by Massimo Minini, Arturo Carlo Quintavalle, Lanfranco Colombo, Olivo
Barbieri. Numerous exhibitions, including personal ones, in public spaces:
at the Italian Cultural Institute of Amsterdam (2015), the Palazzo d’Accursio of Bologna (2006), the Palazzo Comunale di Cremona (2005), Rocca di San
Giorgio di Orzinuovi (2006), as well as collective exhibitions: “Flashback,
Fotografia Italiana di Sperimentazione 1960-2016” – Palazzo Ducale in Genoa
(2016), “Massimo Minini- Quarantanni 1973-2013” - Milan Triennial (20132014), “I mille scatti per una storia d’Italia” – Palazzo del Governatore in
Parma (2012). He has been present since 2000 at several international exhibitions of Art and contemporary Photography, including KIAF Seoul (2009),
Artissima (2011), Flash Art Event in Milan (2013), Fotofever Paris (2014).
He has been since 2017 honorary member of the A.F.I.P. that invites him to
hold his first lecture at the Milan Triennial.

Title : De Rerum Natura
Year : 2014
Type of printing : Dark room
printing with silver salt
Size : 50x60 cm
Edition : 1/3
Estimate : 500 - 1000 €
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SETTIMIO BENEDUSI
Settimio Benedusi was born in the province, under the gemini star sign. He
spent his youth fucking around in an irresponsible and empty way. He pulled himself through various schools, he read here and there, giving himself
a vague idea about everything, without ever deepening anything. At 12 he
had his first camera, through which he thought he would make his adolescent
days less dull. He dragged himself towards studying law, he moved to Milan, trying to make photography his profession. After doing a few jobs as
a photographer for some newspapers, he toured the world, convinced that he
was doing something innovative, meanwhile being taken around like a milanese
yuppie, which he really was. In the end there is very little to say: he is a
arsehole. Settimio Benedusi was born across the sea, under the gemini star
sign. Curiosity is one of his first memories, which he satisfied by going to
the cinema (the cineforum with debate!), reading (Steinbeck, Andrea Pazienza, Calvino...) and listening to music (De Andrè!) like a madman. He attended classical high school. Thanks to his dad, at twelve, he became bewitched
by photography. Even though he was attending a law degree, towards his twenties he moved to Milan. First years were difficult, but with constance and
tenacity he became a professional photographer. Since the beginning he managed to publish for magazines and to do some commercial jobs. He has been the
only italian to participate for seven consecutive years to the production of
the renowned swim suit magazine Sports Illustrated. He has taken portraits
of the whole italian gotha. He would like to be described like this: he never throw paper on the ground.
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Title : “Without light - Dina and his body an integral part of the book
- Mirrorless - senza specchio”
Year : 2015
Type of printing : photography printed on photographic paper
Size : 45x30 cm
Edition : 12/30
Estimate : 200 - 400 €
“Without light” this is the feeling when you fight against eating disorders.
These works are the first ones that make up my photo book “Mirrorless”, a Visual project based on the drama of
anorexia, the obsession to control body weight and eating disorders.

CARLA CANTORE
Carla Cantore was born in 1972 in Matera where she lives and works. She
started working with photography a decade ago, while collaborating with the
ARCI Bari for the Research Report on youth issues and political refugees matters. She became so involved that she decided to attend workshops on
social and denunciation photography, photo features, portrait and conceptual
photography. She took part in the Cristina Nunez workshop on “The Method The Self-Portrait Experience®”.. She subsequently attended the course/seminar on “Searching for a meaning through images” led by Mario Cresci.
She is currently enrolled in a three-year training course in Art Therapy in
Rome, run by professor Oliviero Rossi. This training has led her to attend
personal growth workshops run with a specific method of active involvement
in the therapeutic process, aimed at people undergoing existential issues.
After fulfilling her MIRRORLESS project she published a photographic book
about it.

Title : Artigli Scarlatti 2
Year : 2011
Type of printing : Canvas fine art
Size : 60x80 cm
Estimate : 3 000 – 4 000 €
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RENATO MARCIALIS
Renato Marcialis was born in Venice in 1956 and has been specialising in the
enogastronomic sector for over 40 years.
In 1970’s he started working in a workshop where he had the opportunity to
observe the work of two photographers specializing in business meetings and
weddings of the upper class Milan, where dream villas and fairy-tale lunches
are the order of the day.
After two years he was “promoted” printer by a photographer specialising in
industrial shooting: chandeliers, toys and gift articles. The turning point
takes place when in 1976 his elder brother Riccardo, already a recognised
art director, offered Renato a collaboration in the field of gastronomy photographyt, that would last for ten years.
He subsequently decided to open his own studio photographed everything: from
fashion to reportage, from still-life to industrial shooting to understand
what his sector would be in the future. In 1992 he specialised exclusively
in gastronomy. Public acknowledgements started to arrive: he appeared in the
“Inserts” of specialised magazines, won an award in Venice with his colleagues Oliviero Toscani and Vittorio Storaro and the same year also won the
Golden Mamiya in Numana.
The step toward art is short. From an experimentation with light was born
“Caravaggio in the kitchen”.
...and I put the brush down, and drew with a ray of light, shapes and colours, also hidden by an immeasurable darkness.
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Title : Quercia del Santuario di Rifesi
Quercus virgiliana, Santuario di Rifesi Palazzo Adriano, Palermo, Sicilia,
circa 500 anni.
Year : 2015
Type of printing : Glicée print on cotton paper.
Size : 36x48 cm framed
Edition : 6/12
Estimate : 1000 - 1500 €

GIORGIO MAJNO
is now working on a project called “Stabilitas Loci”. It is a lyrical documentation about ancient trees of Italy. His concern is the relationship
between man and nature. He is working as a Professor at IED, European Institute of Design, Milan, and at NABA, Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti, Milan. He is currently Professor of “History and techniques of photography”
at the Faculty of Arts and Design IUAV University of Venice, located in San
Marino. He graduated at DAMS University in Bologna. He was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to further his studies in the USA, where he achieved a MFA,
Master of Fine Arts, in the Department of Cinema and Photography at S.I.U.
Southern Illinois University He has exhibited his works in Italy and abroad,
both in solo and group exhibitions. He managed a photographic studio dealing
with publishers, advertising agencies, private clients. His work has been
published in several books and international magazines.
He exhibited both in solo shows and in group exhibitions and he has received
several awards, including :
2017 Hawaii, USA, East Hawaii Cultural Centre, Invited Artist at Hawaii
Contemporary Exhibit. 2017 Carmel, California, USA, Centre for Photographic
Art, Sunset Centre. 2016 Cotuit, Massachusetts, USA, Cotuit Centre for the
Arts. “Tripping the Light Fantastic: Excellence in Photography” .2016 Milan,
Premio Altium, MIA Photo Fair, “Stabilitas Loci” . 2008 Milan, “Honourable
Mention – Creative research” in the 2008 Award sponsored by the National
Professional Photographers Association
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Title : Passaggio
Year : 2016, Dubrovnik (HR)
Type of printing : Paper Canson Infinity Rag Photographic 310g with
Epson Ultra Chrome HDR inks from Bottega Antonio Manta
Size : 32x22 cm
Edition : 10 pcs
Estimate : 150 – 300 €

ELIO LO BASCIO
simply photographs reality… while trying to draw from it an interpretation
aimed at reflection. First personal exhibition at the Galleria Isaiah (Visome - BL) and next exhibition at Binario Uno (Venice S.L.)

Title : “Mi Casa Es Su Casa” Holguin, Cuba
Year : 18/02/2008
Type of printing : Silver print on cotton paper
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Size : 30x40 cm
Edition : 3/3 (Limited Edition of 3 plus 1 PDA)
certified with hologram stamp.
Hand signed by the author.
Estimate : 3500 - 4500 €

BORIS KURTOVICH
Born in 1967 in Milan - Italy - lives and works between Paris,
Milan and Berlin.
As professional photographer he started to work in 1994 as photo journalist
reporting from Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Corea as a freelancer for Newsweek magazine covering the most relevant political and social changes of the
Far East during a decade.
After the on-the-field experience, Boris Kurtovich started a new artistic
life being focused on people. In this new dimension he is exploring all
sides of human life, from social diseases to urban life following personal
history of many individuals.
Boris Kurtovich does not care about exhibitions or selling his works during the last period, even if in the past he attended Art Basel Miami fair,
exhibited at Maison Européenne de la Photographie and at le Palais the Tokyo
in Paris, and at Les Rencontres Internationales de la Photographie in Arles.
During last years few of his works are passing form hand to hand among collectors all over the world. He also published seven photographic books, all
of them handcrafted and self-produced in limited editions.
Boris Kurtovich studied Philosophy at Harvard University and attended the
San Francisco Art Institute.

Title : Ambienti Pubblici,
( Public Spaces), Corridoio, 1991
Year : 1991
Type of printing : C print,
from negative colours - vintage printing
Size : 40x30 cm
Edition : 1/3
Estimate : 600 - 1200 €
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WILLIAM GUERRIERI
William Guerrieri lives in Modena. A photographer and curator of the project
Linea di Confine per la Fotografia Contemporanea, of which he is currently
coordinator.
As a photographer, he has taken part in various public surveying public
projects, such as: Venezia-Marghera, (1998); Atlante 03 (MAXXI, 2003); Luoghi della cura (2004); Linea veloce Bologna-Milano (2006), and Il Villaggio/
The Village (2009). He has held various exhibitions, including Venezia-Marghera (Venice Biennale, 1997); Fotografia italiana per una collezione (Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin,1997); Luoghi come paesaggi (Uffizi Gallery,
Florence, 2000); Le Bati et le Vivant (Madga Denysz Gallery, Paris, 2002);
Atlante 03 (MAXXI, Rome, 2003); Sguardi contemporanei. 50 anni di architettura italiana (DARC/Venice Architecture Biennale, Venice, 2004); 20102011); Non basta ricordare (Maxxi, Rome, 2013-14), Il deserto rosso now,
(Die phtograpische sammlung/ SK Stiftung Kultur, colonia, 2017-2018). He has
published several monographs including: Oggi nessun può dirsi neutrale (Ar/
Ge Kunst Edizioni, Bolzano, 1998); Il Villaggio (Linea di Confine, Rubiera,
2009), The Dairy. Images for the italian countryside, (Koenig Books, London,
2015), New Lands (Linea di Confine Rubiera, 2017)
His works may be found in both public and private collections, including:
the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (Paris), Centre Canadian for Architecture, CCA, (Montreal), Collezione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo (Torino), Die
Photographische Sammlung/SK Stiftung Kultur (Cologne), MAXXI (Rome), Osservatorio Venezia-Marghera (Venice).

Title : Milano City life
Year : 2016
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Type of printing : Original digital printed with Inkjet
on satin Photopaper 245gr
Size : 44,5x25 cm
Edition : 2
Estimate : 400 – 800 €

SUSANNA CRISANTI
was born in Milan in 1963.
Photographer by passion from more than 15 years.
Artistic education and the degree in architecture lead her to interpret
photography with a reading sphere in which geometric, empty and full rigor,
compositional and chromatic equilibria are strongly present.
In 2011 she won the first prize at the National Photo Contest organized by
Oasis Magazine.
Shows:
“Elsewhere” - 2013 - Casa Brenna Tosatto - Campo di Lenno (Como).
“Elsewhere” - 2014 - Tarantola - Appiano Gentile (Como).
“Elsewhere” - 2014 - Galleria Blendage - Appiano Gentile (Como).

Title : 0,66 - Senza scarpe in un baratro di errori
Year : 2008
Type of printing : Ink jet Fine Art picture
Size : 33x48cm
Edition : 1/5
Estimate : 500-600 €
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GIANNI COLOSIMO
In 1978, Gianni Colosimo debuted in Turin, at the Multipli Gallery of Giorgio Persano, with the performance “Freud mein Freund”. Theatrical performances made in the seventies and eighties impose him as one of the most representative figures in international performance and international theatre.
Various are his participation in prestigious Festival and
Performing Performances in Art Galleries and Major Museum Institutions.
From the nineteenth century, Colosimo is devoted more to experimentation
in the field of visual research, devoting his self to the realization and
production of an important Performing Art Festival: “Turin Call!” (2000 and
‘01) and opening an Art Gallery (Infinite LTD). In 2006 he began his artistic activity again, the installation “Wallpaper - The whirlwind of desire
is horrible” at the Galleria Pack in Milan. The provocation of this exhibition (the artist covers the entire gallery with one-dollar banknotes) imposes him on international prominence, especially when it causes the Guggenheim Foundation in New York as the great conceptual master Hans-Peter
Feldmann proposes his own idea by tapping with 100,000 one-dollar banknotes
a museum environment. Maurizio Cattelan, at the “Shit and Die” exhibition,
taking inspiration from this done, makes the same installation to the citing
artist Eric Doeringer who covers with 40 000 one-dollar banknotes the staircase of Palazzo Cavour in Turin to pay homage to Feldmann and Colosimo.

Title : Il parco, London, Hampstead Park
Year : 2007
Type of printing : Chromogenic print from
negative to colour
Size : 35x50 cm
Edition : PDA of 5
Estimate : 3 500 – 4 500 €
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Title : Il parco
Year : 2008, Palermo, La Favorita
Type of printing : Chromogenic print from
negative to colour
Size : 35x50 cm
Edition : PDA of 5
Estimate : 3 500 – 4 500 €
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MARINA
BALLO CHARMET
trained as a child psychotherapist. In the mid-eighties she devoted herself
to photography and video, visually narrating the ‘non-seeing’ of our common experience. Her favorite subject is the ‘ever seen’ -what she calls ‘the
background noise of our mind.’Charmet has exhibited in major museums and
institutions in Italy and abroad: among the latest group exhibitions, milanopiazzaduomo (with Gabriele Basilico), Museo del Novecento, Milan, 2015;
MACRO Earth’s gaze, Rome, 2013; at Land and Bodyscape & Cityscape Storefront
for Art and Architecture, New York, 2009. She took part in the 12th Biennale
of Architecture, Venice, Italy Pavilion, 2010 and the XLVII Biennale, Venice
1997. Charmet has also published several books and monographic catalogues,
including Terrestrial Look, 2013; 2008 Park; First field 2004; Background
Noise, 1998 and In my peripheral vision, 1995

Title : Teatro Continuo di Burri, , Milano
Year : 2015
Type of printing : Fine art print on paper,
mounted on cardboard with four folding
door closure
Size : 21x112 cm opened – 21x28 cm closed
Edition : 6/18 PDA
Estimate : 600 - 1000€
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In 1973, Alberto Burri made the Continuum Theatre in Milan in the Sempione Park.
Dismantled in 1989, the work is returned to the city in 2015.
This sequence is the synthesis of the photographic documentation I have made.

PAOLA DI BELLO
Paola Di Bello was born in 1961 in Naples, and lives and works in Milan.
She is a photographer and videomaker committed to exploring the socio-political problems of the contemporary city. She shows the potential for changing reality through work that brings together the global dimension and
local life. She makes photographic campaigns about urban fringes, from the
favelas of South America to Roma communities, traveling in Italy, New York,
Baghdad and Japan. Her projects include Layers of reality - Mercado Central,
São Paulo (2001) and Cosa si vede a Mirafiori, cosa vede Mirafiori (2002).
She focuses on abandoned object, illegal developments, people on the margins
of society, which she juxtaposes in unexpected frames as in the series Concrete Island (1996-2001; Rischiano pene molto severe (1998).
Over her career, she exhibited in solo shows and in group exhibitions at national and international museums and institutions.
She has also tacking part in contemporary art venues such as the X Lyon
Biennale (2009) and the 50th Venice Biennale (2003).In 2016 she received the
Combat Prize for her artistic career.

Title : “Non è vero che l’umore non ha corpo” (Il labirinto)
Year : 1993
Type of printing : Vintage print on politenata
Size : 30x40 cm
Edition : 5/10 copy
Estimate : 1500 – 2500 €
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OCCHIOMAGICO
Giancarlo Maiocchi (alias OCCHIOMAGICO) Photographer and Artist,
work from 1972 in Milan in the areas of the Communication and art.
He worked in Advertising and in Fashion. From 1978 he exposes in
Italy and to the foreign countries within the artistic search. He
tells of projected landscapes, of imagined objects, of suits of
there to come. The Photo represents in likely way the project and
not the object. From 1990 he collaborates with IED and Ist. Ita. of
Photo as teacher of Planning of the image.

Title : Banana golden pop art
(Andy Warhol tribute)
Year : 2015, Milano
Type of printing : Kodak Endura
premiere metallic paper,
Plexiglas and aluminium
Size : 50x70 cm
Edition : 1/5 (COMPO#2 STUDIO 11)
Estimate : 1 000 – 1 500€
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MONICA SILVA
was born in Sao Paulo, Brazil. In 1986 she moves to London for studies and
an year later establishes in Italy where she lives ever since.
In 2000 she started professional photography after 6 years working for international TV advertising productions as 1st AD.
Since 2001 her works have been published on the most important magazines and
newspapers worldwide and done remarkable photography art exhibitions. In
2011 she received an award for the portrait of art critic Gillo Dorfles, as
best picture of the International Biennale of Art in Venice.
Specialized in portraiture, her primary activity, Monica is known for the
ability of “analysing” in conceptual portraiture the subjects she shoots.
Since 2004 Monica Silva has granted many professional achievements as
ambassador for Nikon, Manfrotto and Hasselblad, photography brands she is
often engaged for worldwide workshops of psychology on portraiture.
Her art photography is often inspired to the great masters as her most famous project on Caravaggio, the baroque italian painter Lux Et Filum A Contemporary Vision of Caravaggio. Ironic and colourful, the images tells her
vision on today’ society.

Title : Los Angeles
Year : 1998
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Type of printing : Inkjet on aluminium
Size : 98x120 cm
Edition : 1/3
Estimate : 1200 - 1600 €

TONI THORIMBERT
Born in Lausanne (CH) Toni Thorimbert began his career in Italy in the mid
seventies as a concerned reportage photographer. At the age of 20 he won his
first award of exellence from the Italian Professional Photographers Association. In the ‘80 he contributed to define the image of top italian magazines such as Amica, Max and Italian Vanity Fair. In the mid ‘90 he began to
export his work (and himself) overseas, shooting, among others, for Brutus,
Wallpaper, Details and Mademoselle. His work has been shown around the world
in solo and group exibitions.

Title : Untitled
Year : 2017
Type of printing : Canson Baryta Photographique 310,
inkjet print - Epson K3 ultracrome HDR ink
Size : 265x50cm
Edition : 1/1
Estimate : 3000 - 5000 €

OLIVIERO TOSCANI
was born in Milan, Italy, in 1942 and studied photography and design at the
University of the Arts in Zurich from 1961 through 1965.
He is internationally renowned as the creative force behind some of the world’s most successful brands, creating through the years corporate images and
advertising campaigns for companies.
Among his latest projects: the collaboration with the Italian Red Cross,
with the Istituto Superiore della Sanità, with the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees and some campaigns of social interest dedicated to
road safety, anorexia, violence against women, and stray dogs.
After nearly five decades of publishing innovation, advertising, film and
television, now he deals with creativity applied to various communication
media, producing, with his studio, editorial projects, books, television
programs, exhibitions and workshops.
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Title: Tesi N.5
Year: 2017
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Type of printing: Stampa fine art su carta cartone
Size: 88x110 cm
Edition: 5+2 PDA
Copy: 1/5
Price:1500 - 2000€

MARCO MARIA ZANIN
was born in Padua in October 1983.
He first took a degree in Literature and Philosophy, and then in International Relations, obtaining a Master’s degree in Psychology. At the same time
he developed his artistic career, and travelled widely in different parts of
the world, putting into practice the “displacement” so essential for a critical analysis of social contexts, and to fuel his research aimed at identifying the common spaces of the human community.
Myth and archetype as the submerged matrices of modern behaviour are the focus of his investigation, which is based on observation of the relationship
between man, territory and time.
His instrument of choice is photography, which is often used combining different techniques and transcending the borders of other artistic disciplines. Lives and works between Padua and São Paulo, Brazil

Title : Untitled (from the series, The Passenger’s Present)
Year : 2014
Type of printing : Archival pigment print
Size: 26.78x20 cm
Edition : Special edition 1/1
Estimate : 2000 - 2500 €
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MIKI SOEJIMA
Born in 1980 in Japan, Miki Soejima started working with photographs after
studying Cultural Anthropology at Ryukoku University in Kyoto and at the
University of Westminster in London. She is the winner of the 2012 First
Book Award (MACK/National Media Museum, Bradford) and her book Mrs. Merryman’s Collection was published by MACK in 2012. She was nominated for the
Ihei Kimura Award in 2013, the Foam Paul Huf Award in 2014 and 2015, and
the Shpilman Prize in 2016. Selected exhibitions include: From Here On at
Arts Santa Mònica, Barcelona (2013), Truth, Facts, Fictions, Lies, PhotoIreland Festival, Dublin (2014), The First Book Award at Media Space, Science Museum, London (2015), The Passenger’s Present (solo) at Light Work, NY
(2016), Il y a de l’autre at Les Rencontres d’Arles Photographie, Arles
(2016), The Image As Question, Michael Hoppen Gallery, London (2016), The
Photography Show, presented by AIPAD at Pier 94, NY (2017) and the amana
collection at IMA gallery in Tokyo (2017)

Title : The Gold Room – An Answer to Borges’s Text The Scandinavian
Destiny
Year : 2016
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Type of printing : Natural pigments on archival paper
Size : 100x85 cm, glass pearls necklace A
Edition : 5+2 PDA
Estimate : 10.000 - 15.000 €

The Gold Room deals with the creation and understanding of cultural objects.In the Gold Room, Esther Shalev-Gerz
invited five historians to tell the stories of objects they selected from the museum collection and five persons that recently found refuge in Sweden to tell the stories of an object were brought on their long journey. In the video and the
photo series, a floating gold leaf covers a square at the centre of the image. The Surrealists’ photographic technique of
solarisation brings together the negative and the positive of the image to this golden surface. Simultaneously flattening
and bringing depth to the image, the solarisation creates an atmosphere of passage and mystery.

ESTHER SHALEV-GERZ
Esther Shalev-Gerz born Gilinsky, was born in Vilnius, Lituania. Since 1984
she lives and works between Paris and Cortes Island, Canada.
She is internationally recognized for her investigation of the construction
of knowledge, of history, of the natural world and cultural identities. Her
work develops through active dialogue, consultation and negotiation with
people whose participation provides an emphasis to their individual and
collective memories, accounts, opinions and experiences, which then become both represented and considered. Shalev-Gerz is represented by Wasserman
Projects, Detroit, Jill Silverman van Coenegrachts, jsvcPROJECTS/London,
SPROVIERI, London and GALLERI SUSANNE OTTESEN, Copenhagen.

Title : Noctiluca (after Hercules Florence)
Year : 2017
Type of printing : Photograph,
silver gelatin print
Size : 19,5 x 28 cm
Edition : 3/5
Estimate : 1 800 - 3 000 €
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JOCHEN LEMPERT
was born in Moers, Germany, in 1958. He currently lives and works in Hamburg. Before choosing photography as the medium for his artistic work,
Jochen Lempert dedicated himself to the practice of experimental film within
the Schmelzdahin collective (1979-89). In parallel to this activity, between 1980 and 1988, he studied Biology at the Friedrich-Wilhelms University
in Bonn. In 1995 he received the prestigious Ars Viva 95/96 Photographie
Prize. He was guest professor at the HFK in Hamburg and he won a residency
at the German Academy’s Villa Massimo in Rome (2009-2010). In recent years
he has held solo exhibitions throughout the world at institutions including
Vancouver Contemporary Art Gallery (Canada, 2016), Cincinnati Art Museum
(USA, 2015), Hamburger Kunsthalle (Germany, 2013), Midway Contemporary Art
(USA, 2012), Rochester Art Center (USA, 2012), and Museum Ludwig (Germany,
2010). His works are included in numerous public collections, such as Museum
Folkwang (Germany), Sammlung zeitgenössischer Kunst der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Germany), Museum Ludwig (Germany), Centre national des arts plastiques (France), Huis Marseille, Museum voor Fotografie (Netherlands), the Moma
NY (USA); La Caixa Collection, Barcelona (Spain) and the Nouveau Musée National de Monaco (Monaco), among many others. In 2014, he was nominated for
the Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation Prize, one of the most prestigious
contemporary photography awards in the world. His work is presently on view
at the exhibition, Hercule Florence Lle Nouveau Robinson held at the Nouveau
Musée National de Monaco Villa Paloma.

Title: Now I’m here.
Year : 2017
Type of printing : Archival photo paper
300 mg/m 2 giclée print
Size : 400mmx400mm
Edition : 1/10
Estimate : 1 500 – 3 000 €
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PAOLO PAGANI
lives and works in Milan. After art school, he immediately began his professional career drawing as a visualizer for advertising agencies. Three
years later, he become an art director at Saatchi & Saatchi Italy, curating the ads for the agency’s main clients. Drawing and photography skills
were fundamental tools that gave shape to his creativity and inspiration. In
1991, he decided to devote himself professionally to photography.
Paolo has received numerous prizes and awards from the Art Directors Club
Italian, first as art director, and later as photographer, for advertising
campaigns conducted both in Italy and abroad.
In 2001, he began a very fruitful period, with his work focusing on fashion
and beauty shoots for such magazines as Vogue Gioiello and Vogue Pelle. It
is there where he met Franca Sozzani, Director of Vogue Italy, who involved him on the project 150 Items, 150 Artworks about the Kartell Museum. The
goal of the project was to collect artworks and photographs by leading artists worldwide for the realization of a book and an international event held
at the Triennale di Milano.
In recent years his interest has also focused on fineart photography, the
Contemplation of Nature collection, recently exhibited at Villa Erba in
Como, is part of these artworks.

Title : Axel R. Stocks
Year : 1992 New York
Type of printing : digital print on photographic paper
Size : 40x50 cm
Edition : N°10 + 2 PDA
Estimate : 1 500 - 2 000€
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JOE OPPEDISANO
Joe Oppedisano was born in 1954 in Italy (Gioiosa Ionica, RC). At age seven he moved with his family to New York. He attends his first photography
course at Queens College; after this first course he decides to pursue photography at the School of Visual Arts in NYC.
In 1979, the International Center of Photography in NY invites Joe to take
part in the Venice 1979 Biennale of Photography. After this experience Joe
relocates to Milan, where he starts immersing himself in the world of Advertising.He executes the planned storyboards with an attentive eye and
unexpected ingenuity. His passion was to make a static image come to life.
He combined the imagination of the Southern Mediterranean with the pragmatism of New York.His works were first exhibited at the Atlantic Savings
Bank of NY in 1978. . Since then Oppdisano has participated in more than 50
exhibitions - collective and personal - around the world.
1995 the Alinari Museum of Florence invites Oppedisano to exhibit two portraits in “A Century of Portraits in Italy from 1895 to 1995 at the Venice
Biennale. In 2005 he was also invited to participate in the group show “60
Master Photographers “at the Peggy Guggenheim Museum in Venice.
In 2007 through 2010 Oppedisano was invited to teach at the Academy of Fine
Arts of Brera in Milan. Currently, Joe teaches Masters Photography courses
at ISIA Urbino.He lives between New York and Itally. His images are archived
in various private collections and institutions both in Italy and abroad.
Oppedisano has also published several books and catalogues.

Title : Handy Warhol - Warhol and flowers
Year : 1984
Type of printing : Traditional bromide stamp
Size : 45x68 cm
Edition : Open circulation
Estimate : 2 500 - 3 000 €
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GIORGIO LOTTI
was born in Milan in 1937.
He started working in 1957, collaborating as a free-lance for some newspapers and weekly such as “Milano Sera”, “La Notte”, “Il Mondo”, “Settimo
giorno”, “Paris Match”. In 1964 he entered the Epoch staff under the direction of Nando Sampietro, where he remained until 1997, the closing year
of the newspaper. He worked until 2002 at Panorama.In 1973, the Columbia
University of Photojournalism awarded the “The World Understanding Award”
for a reportage made in China.
Among the many books published are “Venezia Muore” (Milan, 1970), “Il Duomo
Avvelenato” (Persico Editore, 1972), “The Stage Theater” (Montadori, 1978),
“Light Sea” (Bldini 1981) “china, china, china” - with the preface of Deng
Xiao Ping - (Baldini Editore 1986), “Florence 1966, the flood of anger and
miracle” (Nicolini editore, 1991) with texts by Guido Gerosa and Daniela
Palazzoli.
In 1973, during one of the many travels in China, he realized the portrait
of Zhou en Lai, the world’s most photographed photo (over one hundred million copies).In addition to numerous prizes In 1995, during the 16th Sicof,
he was awarded the Horus Sicof 1995 for the role played in Italian photography.He has exhibited his works in major museums and institutions in Italy
and abroad, including: the Royal Victoria Albert Museum in London, the Cabinet des Estampes in Paris, the Parma University Studies Center, Civic Gallery in Modena.
In the last ten years he has devoted himself to photographic research in the
field of colour and art.

Title : Ad Lucem
Year : 2016
Type of printing : Photographic Paper
Size : 50x40 cm
Edition : 1/50
Estimate : 400 – 800 €
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ALEX MEZZENGA
was born in Rome in 1971.
Graduated at the State Institute for Cinematography and TV “Roberto Rossellini” in 1991 as a photojournalist and photography director.
His work has been seen all around the world thanks to La Presse Photo Agency.
He is now working on medium-long term projects in conflicts and post war situations, giving a special attention to the Middle East and Latin America.
In 2003 he receives the Premio “Le Loggie” at Toscana Foto Festival for the
Best Portfolio.
In 2005 he receives the first prize “Raffaele Ciriello” at the Lucania Film
Festival in the section of war journalism.
In 2014 receives in the competition “Le Clarisse” the “Jury Award” for Best
Portfolio at Toscana Foto Festival.
He gives Photoreportage’s workshops in Rome, Milan, Bogotá, Buenos Aires, at
the “Toscana Foto Festival” of Massa Marittima, at the “University of Rome
Tor Vergata” and at the State Institute for Cinematography and TV “Roberto
Rossellini”.

Title : Marche 1999
Year : 1999
Type of printing : HaHNEMUHLE
MUSEUM BARYTA Paper
Size : 30x45 cm
Edition : 2/25
Estimate : 3500 – 4500 €
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FRANCO FONTANA
was born in Modena on the 9th December 1933. He is best known for his abstract colour landscapes, known as the inventor of the photographic line
referred to as concept of line.
Fontana began working as an amateur photographer in 1961. His first personal
exhibitions took place in 1963 in Vienna, in 1965 in Turin and in 1968 in
Modena. Since then Fontana has participated in more than 400 exhibitions collective and personal - and his work is in approximately 60 museum collections all over the world. He has signed numerous advertising campaigns
for big brands including; Fiat, Volkswagen, Ferrovie dello Stato (National
Italian Railways), Snam, Sony, Volvo, Versace, Canon, Kodak, Robe di Kappa
and Swissair. Fontana’s work has also spanned publishing working with magazines including; Time, Life, Vogue (USA and France), Venerdì di Repubblica,
Panorama, and with the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and New York Times
newspapers.
The artist’s works have been published in more than 40 books in various editions and languages and are displayed in many private and public collections
all over the world including: MoMA, New York; Museum of Fine Arts, San Francisco; Victoria and Albert Museum, London; Metropolitan Museum, Tokyo; National Gallery, Beijing; Australian National Gallery, Melbourne; GAM, Turin.
HIs first book Skyline was published in 1978 in France by Contrejour and in
Italy by Punto e Virgola with a text of Helmut Gernsheim.
Currently he is the art director of the Toscana Fotofestival.

Title : “Mu Khan” from the series Dreams - The Tze Kwet
Year : 2016
Type of printing: pigments, fine art,
Canson paper Infinity Baryta Prestige 340 gr/m
Size : 30x45 cm
Edition : This work is number two from an edition of 7 + 3 PDA
Estimate : 1300 - 1800 €
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ELENA GIVONE
born in 1979, lives between Italy and Sri Lanka, where she is fulfilling her
dream of opening a photography school. In 2006 she graduated with honors at
IED of Turin and immediately wins the prize “Attenzione nuovo talento fotografico FNAC” with Pazi-Mine project Sarajevo in 2006, in which she portrays
the generation born at the end of the war in the former Yugoslavia.
In 2008, she goes to Brazil where, in the favelas of Florianopolis, starts
her “Flying Away “project that will continue also in two juvenile prisons of
Salvador de Bahia: using a “magic” yellow carpet, asks to the children to
close their eyes and to fly with the wings of their imagination in a happy
place.
Since then, often with the support of various nonprofit organizations, she
has carried out numerous photographic projects in various parts of the world. Her works have been exhibited in prestigious museums (like the Fotomuseum Winterthur in Switzerland) and are part of high-level collections, such
as Donata Pizzi exhibited at the Triennale in the exhibition “L’altro sguardo. Italian photographers 1965-2015 “, curated by Raffaella Perna, Milan,
2016. She collaborates with national and international journals. She is represented by the Contrasto Agency and has recently published the book “Dreams from my Magic Lamp” (winner of the 2015 photobook Emuse) which gathers
more than one hundred dreams at the school of photography one world foundation, Ahungalla, in the island of Sri Lanka .

Title : “Dentro il sole” (LSC) Maratea 2016
Year : 2016
Type of printing : Author stamp,
fine art giclée on Baryta Hahnemuhle
Size with frame and pass : 42x58,5cm
Edition : PDA
Estimate 4.000 - 6.000 €
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Title : From de series “B&CXR, Cantieri Riva”,
Sarnico 2010
Year : 2016
Type of printing : Fine art Giclée on
Baryta Hahnemühle
Size with frame : 42x58,5 cm
Edition : PDA
Estimate 4.000 - 6.000 €
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MARIO CRESCI
(Chiavari, 1942)
Since the sixties Mario Cresci has created a complex body of works characterised by a freedom of research ranging from drawing, photography, installations and video. One of the first artists of his generation to apply the
culture of design to photography, incorporating the testing of visual languages, attributing to the use of the photographic medium as an opposite
value to the one of truth and documenting reality. Cresci participated at
the Venice Biennale in 1971, 1979, 1993 “Walls of paper, photography and
landscape” and “Journey to Italy” of 2013. In 2004 his first anthological
exhibit “The houses of photography.1066-2004” at GAM - Turin. From 2010 to
2012 he realized the project: “Maybe Photography: Through Art; Through the
track; Through the human and itinerant exhibition within the museum institutions of Bologna, Rome, Matera. . This year’s exhibition “The Photography
of no. 1964-2016 “at the GAMeC of Bergamo, where he exhibits fifty years of
work orienting the path to reading some of the major themes that share most
of his projectsHis works are featured in many international collections of
contemporary art and photography and in notable permanent museum collections
in Italy and abroad. References galleries:SAGE Paris, MLB Gallery, Ferrara;
Gallery Elleni, Bergamo; Rusconi Art Project, Milano.

Title : Ronta
Year : 2017
Type of printing : c-print
Size framed : 40x50 cm
Edition : 5 + 2 AP (1 AP)
Estimate : 4000 - 6000 €
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GUIDO GUIDI
was born in Cesena in 1941. In the 1960s he attended IUAV University of
Architecture and the Industrial Design School in Venice. Since 1989 he has
taught Photography at the Accademia di Belle Arti (School of Fine Arts) in
Ravenna. Since 2001 he has been visiting professor at the Design and Art
Department of IUAV in Venice. He has exhibited at the Guggenheim Museum and
Whitney Museum in New York, at the Centre Pompidou in Paris, at the Venice
Biennale and at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montréal.
Guidi has also published several books and catalogues.
His works are part of Centre Pompidou, Canadian Centre for Architecture, SFMoMA (San Francisco Museum of Modern Art) collections.

Title : SONG FOR RED LIPS
Year : 1999
Type of printing : FINE ART
Size : 40 x 50 cm
Edition : 1 of 3
Estimate : 1500 - 2000 €
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Title : SAX POWER
Year : 1999
Type of printing : FINE ART
Size : 40 x 50 cm
Edition : 1 of 3
Estimate : 1500 - 2000 €
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PUCCI BALLADORE
(Francesco Maria Balladore Pallieri) was born in Milan in 1948. In 1972 he
opened the Photographic Studio Balladore and worked for many years with
Adriana Ferrari. During his long career as a photographer he has always
worked in the advertising field, for large agencies and important private
clients. Alongside his professional activity, Pucci Balladore has conducted
a personal creative research both with experiments at the limit of the
photograph itself (as for example in his “Affreschi Polaroid”) and in the
context of traditional photography. He likes to use an optical bench and an
analog film in large format (20x25 cm). The two works “ SAX POWER” and “SONG
FOR RED LIPS” were made in the studio, with Kodak slide film 20x25 cm. Mirella Bentivoglio, Rosanna Checchi, Lanfranco Colombo, Giulio Crespi, Rosella Ghezzi, Roberto Mutti, Giovanni Pelloso, Carlo Arturo Quintavalle, Italo
Zannier have written about him.

Title : Untitled, from the series Passages
Year : 2011
Type of printing : Archival pigment print
Size : 20x13.3 cm
Edition of 5 + 2AP
Estimate : 1 000 - 1500 €
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NICOLÓ GIUDICE
(b. 1980) is a photographer and lecturer based in London. After studying
modern literature in France, he received his PhD from Goldsmiths College,
University of London, UK. His work is concerned with contemporary forms of
alienation and the notion of trace, in its social, mental and environmental
dimensions. He has been exhibited in England, Italy and France. Since 2010,
he teaches photography at the University of Bedfordshire’s School of Art and
Design, UK.

Title : Shivala Rinpoche
“ Shantideva”, Sikkim
Year : 1994
Type of printing : Fine Art a ink-jet printing
on Hahnemuehle
Photo Rag Ultra Smooth paper.
Size : 50x50 cm
Edition : 4/8
Estimate : 2500 - 3000 €
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MELINA MULAS
Melina Mulas lives and works in Milan. Being herself the daughter of a photographer, she deals with photography and works mainly as a portraitist.
Specializing in photography of interior architecture, industry, theater and
fashion, she has been curating since 1985 with the Ugo Mulas Archive the
exhibitions and publications concerning her father’s work.
She has been in contact since 1991 with the Tibetan Government in exile, in
2006 exhibits and publishes “The Lamas of Tibet - The Third Eye”, a collection of portraits of the main Tibetan Lamas.
She teaches Photography at the Polytechnic of Milan and in Naba - New Academy of Fine Arts, organises workshops and experimental photography seminars. She collaborates with the International Center of Art and Culture of
Palazzo Te in Mantova and since 2012 has been following the artistic direction of the Progetto in Campo for the Minotauro cooperative.
Melina Mulas has participated in various personal and collective exhibitions
in Italy and abroad.
She has curated numerous exhibitions for the Ugo Mulas Archive.

Title : “Venezia 1960, acqua alta in piazzetta S.Marco”
Year : 1960
Type of printing : Modern printing with silver salt from negative
Size : 30x40 cm
Edition : Open circulation
Estimate : 2000 – 2500 €
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GIANNI
BERENGO GARDIN
Settled in Milan, he has contributed to the principal illustrated periodicals in Italy and abroad, but has devoted himself to the production of
books, publishing over 250 volumes of photographs.His career has seen over
three hundred solo shows inside and outside Italy, and his pictures can be
found in the collections of many museums and cultural foundations, including
the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Bibliotheque Nationale de France
and the Maison Europeenne de la Photographie in Paris, the Musée de l‘Elysée
in Lausanne. In addition to numerous prizes, he received the Premio Scanno
in 1981, the Brassaï Prize in 1990, the Leica Oskar Barnack Award in 1995.
In 2008 he received the prestigious Lucie Award for Lifetime Achievement,
previously given to Henri Cartier-Bresson, Gordon Parks, William Klein and
Elliott Erwitt. In 2009 he was awarded an honorary degree in History and Art
Criticism by the University of Milan.He collaborated with the Touring Club
Italiano, producing a long series of volumes on Italy and the countries of
Europe, with the Istituto Geografico De Agostini. He worked regularly with
industry (Olivetti, Alfa Romeo, Fiat, IBM, Italsider, Procter&Gambleetc.),
producing features and books. His archive contains about one million and
five hundred thousand photographs, mostly in black and white. His archive is
managed by Fondazione Forma Fotografia, that handles its interests and distribution in Italy and abroad.

Title : The Night Shelter
Year : 2017
Type of printing : on dbond+plexi JNKJET:
Mediajet Photo Metallic Chrome 300 P.D.A.
Size : 40x30 cm
Edition : 0/1 Signed
Estimate : 1 500 – 2 000€
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On the path that connects Italy and France, 16 kilometers from Ventimiglia, along the
river Roia and close to a village called Fanghetto you can find some ruins.
Once a stable for pasture now a wretched night shelter for refugees escaped from the
horrors of a dictatorship who are trying to reach a new life by foot.
Emergency thermal blankets are escaping the darkness of the shelter to freely fly
towards the light of the reason.

TONI MENEGUZZO
born in Portogruaro, Italy in 1949, is an internationally acclaimed photographer working for over 30 years in fashion where he introduced a unique
technique of shooting using Polaroid in large format (20x25). This became
Meneguzzo’s trademark and was soon adopted by many artists. In 2000 he moved
into design and architecture, producing images with a clear vision of architectural design, aesthetics and geometry. He has collaborated with the most
iconic international publications.
Sailing Shroud is part of the project “Chrissi islet”.

Title : Ossidazioni 1
Year : 2017
Type of printing : Digital printing certificate Epson
Digigraphie on cotton paper Velvet acid free
Size paper : 32,9x48,3 cm / Size picture : 29,5x29,5cm
Edition : 5 – copy 1/5
Estimate : 1 500 - 2 000 €
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WALTER TURCATO
was born in Rho, Milano where he currently lives and works.
Photographer since 1976 actively expressing himself to level fotoamator and
professional, with a personal photo, gotten both with a rigorous search in
phase of resumption, and with following interventions of post-production
and narrative assemblage, favourite also from the competences developed in
graphic field.The FIAF (Federation Italian Photographic Associations) has
attributed him the several recognitions, including:
. 2009: AV / AFI. Artist Photographer Italian author of Audiovisual Photographic
. 2011: AV / IFI. Famous Photographer Italian author of Audiovisual Photographic.
. 2011: EFIAP. Excellence FIAP, for photographic worths achieved in international field.
He has realized different publishing publications and to testimony of his
interest iconographic open to 360°. He has published images on monographs
devoted to the landscape, to the creative and digital photo, to the nude and
the art over that on magazines of sector, on portals internet and on middle
social. From 1989 he was also active in circle of voluntarist, in the Group
Photographic St. Paul of Rho (MI), of which he was President from 1989 to
2016, in a privileged role that has allowed him to organize and to participate in solo shows and group exhibitions.
Member of jury in National and International, Teacher FIAF is named in 2015
and Tutor Photographic FIAF in the 2017. He is active in the DiCult. Department Culture; in the DiAF. Department Audiovisual and in the DiD. Department
Didactics, with seminars and workshop. Currently he is devoting particular
attention and search to the artistic photo, in the development of a style
and a technique (Photocellule) that are able better to transmit his/her own
feeling, also through a different spatial approach.

Title : Dune du Pyla
Year : 2007
Type of printing : Digital pigment print
on Baryta Fine Art Paper and mounted
on Alu-Dibond plates
Size : 4 panels 84x104 cm
Quadriptych framed
Total installation dimension:
171x211 cm
Edition : 1/6
Estimate : 20 000 – 28 000 €
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WALTER NIEDERMAYR
was born in 1952 in Bolzano, Italy, where he currently lives and works. Since 1985 Walter Niedermayr has been developing projects where he investigates
the space as a reality occupied and shaped by man, questioning the temporary
realms between representation and imagination. In his photographic work he
observes how the changes produced by tourism impact the alpine landscape.
The recurring theme of his artistic research is the representation of the
space and its perception, both in open contexts and in closed structures.
This can be seen in the series of works Alpine Landschaften (Alpine Landscapes) started 1987, Raumfolgen (Space Con / Sequences) started 1991, Rohbauten (Shell Constructions) started 1997, Artefakte (Artifacts) started 1992,
Bildraum (Image-Space) since 2001.
Niedermayr’s latest work The Aspen Series is a project-based work with multi-site installations and a publication (Hatje Cantz). Since 2011 Walter
Niedermayr has practiced as professor of fine art photography at the Faculty of Design and Art, Free University of Bolzano/Bozen. Since the 1990s his
works are exhibeted in notable museums and public and private collections
throughout the world including : Tate Modern, London ; Moma, New York ;
Centre Pompidou, Paris ; Mot, Tokio. Selection of some monographs: Raumaneignungen – Lech 2015/2016, Hatje Cantz 2016, The Aspen Series, Hatje Cantz
2013; Conjonctions, Istituto Italiano di Cultura de Paris 2012; Mose, Linea
di Confine per la Fotografia Contemporanea, Rubiera, König Books 2011; Appearances, Skira Milano 2011; Recollection, Hatje Cantz 2010

Title : Sunset tango - serie Sedici noni
Year : 2016, Palermo
Type of printing : Epson Fine Art
Size : 60x33 cm
Edition : 1/20
Estimate : 200 - 400 €

NICOLA UGHI
I am a professional photographer. I work as a
freelance since 2007, after a master in photoreportage in the John Kaverdash
Accademy in Milan.Photographer since I was a child, I always had a special
skill for portraits,
people, tourism and sport photography.
Blogger for the Huffington Post italian edition, Official photographer in
2014/2015 for the Formula 2 Italian Trophy championship.
During my professional experience I worked with a lot of realities:
- corporate reportage for industrial meanings
- documentary photography for medicine
- sport reportage commissioned for sponsors and clients (Duck
farm,Fixdesign Horseriding, Tagetik) in Cycling, motorsport and
horseridining.
- Portraits both for editorial market and corporate.
During the last 10 years in my profession I had the possibility to win a lot
of prizes and gain a lot of honorably mention in international prizes in
Italy and abroad.
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Title : Stratigrafie
Year : 2009, Gallipoli
Size : 40x40 cm
Type of printing : 2011 ink-jet print
on premium Epson paper semigloss
Edition : 1 of 10 + 2 PDA
Estimate : 1000- 1500 €
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PIO TARANTINI
Pio Tarantini, academic and author, is an exponent of the Italian contemporary photography. He has lived and worked in Milan since 1973. As a complement to his work as a photographer in the mid 1980s he also started to write
about photography for magazines and publications. He has taught Photographic
Language and History of Photography. He also worked on a Visual Sociology
project, Photometropolis, at the Faculty of Sociology at the Bicocca University of Milan. From 2003 to 2009 he collaborated with the Milan based
art gallery Fotografia Italiana Arte Contemporanea with whom he realized
two solo shows and various group shows and coordinated the editorial unit
of the publication “Pagine di Fotografia Italiana”.. In 2011 he published
“Fotografia. Elementi fondamentali di linguaggio, storia, stile” and in 2014
“Fotografia araba fenice. Note sparse tra fotografia, cultura e il mestiere
di vivere”. His works have been exhibited in private galleries and public
venues in Italy and abroad since 1982. He has published numerous catalogues and monographs, and he is listed in many other catalogues of collective
exhibitions. Some of his works are housed in public and private collections,
such as CSAC of Parma, Museo di Fotografia Contemporanea of Cinisello Balsamo, Collezione Alinari,Collezione Nicoletta Rusconi Arte Contemporanea.

Title : Venus of the tortellino
Year : 1996, Modena
Type of printing : Digital stamp
on photographic paper
Size : 20x30 cm
Edition : 50 copy
Estimate : 200 - 400 €
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An old legend of my land refers that a mythical host created the tortellino just peepig
through the key hole . At theother side of the door venus was standing, naked , so he
imagined that the ombellicus of the goddess would have been the perfect shape to give
to that food ! This is the reason why tortellino , even today , joins together the perception of the eye , taste and pleasure and , at the same time , love for beauty and life at its
origin .

GIANNI VOLPI
was born in Modena in 1946, May 31st.
Before being a photographer he had been teacher of English Literature in
Italian High Schools, also taking care of students during summer courses in
England .
As a professional photographer since 1976 he has always directed his activity to those fields where the human figure is always point of reference:
FASHION, THEATRE, TOURISM, PORTRAIT, NUDE, REPORTAGE, “wherever a gesture is
expression and communication.”
“When I left teaching I took pleasure in shooting people and places, or better “people in places”. So that their private stories were supposed to become also mine. It is in fact proper of the camera the pleasure of “telling
stories”: on the printing paper what we have seen or pretended to see ;
sometimes, if you are lucky, also what you have felt and lived. And reality
is just a docile pretext, a stage for our trips, either physical or mental.
Other people ,maybe, will follow the tracks we left on the sensible film,
maybe to get to a different destination, doesn’t matter. We have walked together for a while.”

Title : Confine
Year : 2005 printed
by the author in 2006
Type of printing : glaze to the silver
bromide – Passepartout with frame
Size : 30.5x40.6 cm
Edition : 1/6 (6 copy and 1 PA)
Estimate : 4000 - 6000 €
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MARIALBA RUSSO
Marialba Russo was born in Naples but has been living in Rome since 1987.
She first approached photography in the late 1970s, focusing on religious
representations and popular feasts in central-southern Italy.
In the years 1976-1977 she published Al ristorante il 29 settembre 1974 and
Giornale Spray in the series I Quaderni dello sguardo, founded by herself.
Marialba Russo represented Italy in the “Contemporary European Photography”
section of Venezia 79 la fotografia, with the photographic sequence Childbirth. In 1989 the Gallery of Modern Art Giorgio Morandi in Bologna hosted a
retrospective devoted to the photographer and published the monograph Marialba Russo - Fotografie 1980-1987,featuring a letter by Alberto Moravia.
In 1993, Mudima (Milan) published Rome, Modern pomp - the disorder of time.
Over the last decade the Museum of Photography in Thessaloniki and the Jin
Tai Art Museum in Beijing have hosted the premières of The Enchantment; the
volume was published by Skira (Milan) in 2004.
Confine is the second volume of the trilogy begun with L’Incanto and explores the research which each
subject – be it human, animal, real or symbolic – carries out within and
beyond itself. The third and last volume is forthcoming.

Title : Portrait of top model Stevie Van del Veen
(done for the French magazine FEMME)
Year : 1988
Type of printing : Vintage - Fine Art Museal
Size : 50x60cm
Edition : 1/3
Estimate : 8000 – 10000 €
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GIOVANNI GASTEL
Giovanni Gastel was born in Milan on December 1955, the last of seven children. At the age of twelve, Gastel starts showing his artistic vocation,
joining experimental acting companies.
At the same time, he develops a passion for poetry and at sixteen Cortina publishes his collection of poems named Casbah. His first contact with
photography takes place in the 1970s, a period of apprenticeship begins,
-weddings, portraits, small still-lives and kids’ fashion photo sessions.
An important opportunity is offered him in 1975-76, when he starts working
for the auction house Christie’s. The turning point takes place in 1981 when
Carla Ghiglieri becomes his agent. In 1982, he starts collaborating with Vogue Italia and subsequently with the most prestigious fashion magazines both
in Italy and abroad. During these years he elaborates his unique style, characterized by a poetic irony, while his passion for art leads him to introduce in his pictures the taste for a well-balanced composition. His active
commitment in the world of photography brings him closer to AFIP International of which he was President from 1996 to 1998. In 1997, the Triennale di
Milano dedicates him a personal exhibition, curated by the contemporary art
historian Germano Celant, in which about 200 pictures, are exhibited. In
2002, within the La Kore Oscar della Moda event, he was awarded the Oscar
for photography
Gastel is permanent member of the Polaroid Museum of Chicago.
He lives and works in Milan, where he continues developing his passion for
poetry and photographic research outside the patterns of fashion.

Title : Chiaravalle
Year : 2013
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Type of printing : Inkjet Print
Fineart Hahnemuhle Photo Rag Bright White
Size : 60x40 cm
Edition : 1/5
Estimate : 500 -1000 €

BONFANTI MASSIMO
Born in 1955 in the heart of Brianza, the world Mobile Art and Innovation,
Massimo Bonfanti develops his taste and his work in this climate of daily
innovation and pushes to the absolute design.
Influenced by masters such as Walker Evans, Gabriele Basilico, Ezra Stoller
and Pino Musi, his research is the consequence and natural evolution of design in time and the most characterization that expresses the territory,
Blossoming in the architecture vision he found as a natural way of telling
her vision;
An image story to reveal the spirit of his life.

Title : “Flowers VII”
Year : 2013
Type of printing : Giclé print
on cotton paper
Size : 38x55 cm
Edition : 1/5
Estimate : 2 000 - 3 000€
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CHRISTOPHER
BROADBENT
Christopher Broadbent is a photographic illustrator specialising in
still-life. After studying at the Institut des Hautes Etudes Cinématographiques of Paris, he made his bones in feature films and publicity film
directing. He started concentrating on photography at the end of the Seventies, and over thirty years has signed a thousand of them between editorial
services and advertising campaigns. He was awarded in Italy by the Art Directors Club, and won a CLIO in the USA.
He has been dedicating himself over the past ten years to Still Life tout
court. In his photos, he searches for the essential shapes of traditional
still life, orthogonal vision and chiaroscuro drawing.
He prefers to use a wooden camera, natural light and long times. He does the
printing himself, on cotton paper with carbon inks. His studio is located in
a courtyard on Via S.Marta in Milan.
He has exhibited in several museums and institutions among them:
“Contemporary Art & Design” 2014, Val Tidone.
“I Maestri della Fotografia” 2006 Collezione Peggy Guggenheim, Venice.
“Bacco a Bergamo - Tempo Fermo” 2005, Grumello).
“Juxtapostions” 2004 Fondazione Mudima, Milano.
“Babel” 1999 MIART, Milano.

Title : The Gherkin, London 206
Year : 2006
Type of printing : pure pigment print
on Canson Platine paper
Size : 50x66,8 cm
Edition : 1 PDA
Estimate : 4 000 - 5 000 €
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LUCA CAMPIGOTTO
was born in Venice in 1962 and lives in Milan and New York City. After earning a master’s degree in modern history with a thesis on the era of great
geographical discoveries, he has specialized in the photography of landscapes and architecture linked to the theme of travel.He has carried out research projects on Venice, Rome, Naples, Milan, London, New York, Chicago, the
Route of the Casbahs in Morocco, Angkor in Cambodia, the desert of Atacama
in Chile, Patagonia, India, Easter Island, Egypt, Yemen, Iran, Lapland, China.
He has exhibited his works in major museums and institutions in Italy and
abroad, including Venice Art Biennale (1997,2000,2011) Museo Fortuny (2010),
MAXXI, MACRO, Museo del Vittoriano, Museo della Scienza e della Tecnica,
Mart, Rovereto.
His works are held in private and public collections among them: Maison Européenne de la Photographie, Paris; Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal; The Sagamore Collection, Miam; The Raymond J. Learsy Art Collection,
New York Fidelity Art Collection, London; Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin; Metropolitana, Naples.
He has published several books and monographic catalogues.

Title : Studio Fiore 1
Year : 2017, Paris
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Title : Studio Fiore 2
Year : 2017, Paris

Type of printing : Dittici Fuji
Instax Square

Type of printing : Dittici Fuji
Instax Square

Size : 15.5x7 cm

Size : 15.5x7 cm

Edition : Single original

Edition : Single original

Estimate : 1 500 €

Estimate : 1 500 €

Title : Studio Fiore 3

Title : Studio Fiore 4

Year : 2017, Paris

Year : 2017, Paris

Type of printing : Dittici Fuji
Instax Square

Type of printing : Dittici Fuji
nstax Square

Size : 15.5x7 cm

Size : 15.5x7 cm

Edition : Single original

Edition : Single original

Estimate : 1 500 €

Estimate : 1 500 €
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MAURIZIO
GALIMBERTI
was born in Como in 1956 and grew up in Meda. He was trained as a surveyor
and during his time on building sites he developed his rigorous view with
which he impressed the world of art.His early works use a classic analogic
film, mainly working in black and white and in diapo/cibachrome with a Widelux camera, then in 1983 his passion and obsession for the Polaroid camera
begins. He chooses this camera for the simple reason that he could not stand
waiting for the process before viewing the result of his shoot and also because he was always afraid of the dark in the darkroom.
In the early nineties he leaves the building family company to commit fully
to his photography.In 1991 he begins a collaboration with Polaroid in Italy
and in the 2003 edition of the Festival, his portrait of Johnny Depp will
be the cover shot in The Times Magazines in England that same year.“Sometimes the silent rhythm of my portraits brings the subject to ask himself a
question- where do I have to look? What do I have to do? I don’t answer and
I take the pictures without loosing a second.In five minutes the shoot is
finished “
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50 Years And More Limited Collector’s
Edition of 1,000 copies
Year : 2016
Size : 48x48cm - 560 pages
Edition : 1000+200
Estimate : 2000 – 2500 €
Courtesy of : Pirelli & c.
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PIRELLI CALENDAR
The notoriously exclusive Pirelli Calendar, featuring glamorous shots of
beautiful women, was first published in 1964. Reserved for important clients
and VIPs, the calendar has since grown into a legend of its own, showcasing
the beauty of models such as Alessandra Ambrosio, Gisele Bündchen, Naomi
Campbell, Laetitia Casta, Cindy Crawford, Penélope Cruz, Milla Jovovich,
Heidi Klum, Angela Lindvall, Sophia Loren, and Kate Moss.
In celebration of the 50th anniversary of the now-legendary institution that
is the Pirelli Calendar, TASCHEN brought a retrospective volume reproducing
the complete calendars, photographed by Richard Avedon, Peter Beard, Patrick
Demarchelier, Nick Knight, Karl Lagerfeld, Inez van Lamsweerde and Vinoodh Matadin, Annie Leibovitz, Peter Lindbergh, Sarah Moon, Uwe Ommer, Terry
Richardson, Herb Ritts, Mario Sorrenti, Bert Stern, Mario Testino, Bruce
Weber, and many more.
Bonus features include rarely and never-before-seen behind-the-scenes images
of the shoots, the unpublished 1963 calendar, and a selection of “censored”
images deemed too risqué by the editors of the time. With an introduction by
Philippe Daverio and an interview with art directors Derek Forsyth and Martyn Walsh.

ASSOCIAZIONE
FOTOGRAFI
PROFESSIONISTI

Ing. Sergio

Serapioni

Nessuno Escluso project is a Benefit Auction on Friday, november 10,
2017, consisting of the donated works, organized by Silvia Marzocco.
The proceeds raised by this event will be all donated
to the Free Clinic of the Minotauro.

Thanks to the support of private banks :
Edmond de Rothschild and SafraSarasin.
Monaco Boat Service, Realis Photos,
Engineer Sergio Serapioni, Noberasco,
Acqua dell’Elba, nonsolozenzero.
Thanks to the special support from AFIP International
Thanks to the special support from Phillips
Thanks to all the students from Pavillon Bosio
Thanks to all the students from International
School of Monaco
Art direction and Grapich design :
Silvia marzocco
Luca Paternoster Omodei

Thank you all for the support.
Together we are Nessuno Escluso project.
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Friday 10 November 2017
Tunnel Riva | Monaco

Pucci Balladore
Aldo Ballo
Marina Ballo Charmet
Settimio Benedusi
Gianni Berengo Gardin
Christopher Broadbent
Massimo Bonfanti
Calendario Pirelli
Luca Campigotto
Carla Cantore
Gianni Colosimo
Mario Cresci
Susanna Crisanti
Paola Di Bello
Franco Fontana
Maurizio Galimberti
Giovanni Gastel
Luigi Ghirri
Nicolo’ Giudice
Elena Givone
William Guerrieri
Guido Guidi
Pina Inferrera
Boris Kurtovich
Jochen Lempert
Serge Libiszewski
Elio Lo Bascio
Giorgio Lotti
Giorgio Majno
Renato Marcialis
Toni Meneguzzo
Alex Mezzenga
Francesca Moscheni
Melina Mulas
Walter Niedermayr
Paolo Novelli
occhiomagico
Joe Oppedisano
Paolo Pagani
Marialba Russo
Esther Shalev-Gerz
Monica Silva
Miki Soejima
Pio Tarantini
Toni Thorimbert
Marirosa Toscani ballo
Oliviero Toscani
Walter Turcato
Nicola Ughi
Gianni Volpi
Marco Maria Zanin
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